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EXPERIENCE 

Accessories Designer & Craftswoman, White Oak Pastures 
AUGUST 2018 - PRESENT 

Design and draft flat patterns for leather accessories based on customer demands, trends, and a 

zero-waste model. 

Communicate with tannery regarding color, weight, and finish of raw leather.  

Independently prototype new designs and conduct wear tests.  

Update current patterns to reduce production time and increase aesthetic appeal.  

Create and maintain BOM and order of operation packets for collection. 

Solve quality concerns and implement running changes.  

Construct leather accessories for sale at select Whole Foods Market locations, White Oak 

Pastures online store, and other local retailers.  

Manage product inventory for online and retail orders.  

Communicate product details, pricing, and leather-crafting processes with wholesale and retail 

customers. 

Technical Design Assistant - Circular Knitting, SPANX 
JULY 2017 - AUGUST 2018 

Assisted in seamless and hosiery product development for bras, shapewear, athletic, apparel, and 

pantyhose ensuring best use of materials and construction.  

Drafted and updated detailed technical hosiery sketches in Illustrator that were used in PLM and 

line sheets.  

Generated and maintained PLM tech packs with clear and organized photos, sketches, fit 

comments, specifications, construction details, and packaging guidelines. 

Updated BOM with yarn details and color, communicated with factories to ensure correct 

materials were listed in BOM.  

Partnered with Design, Merchandising, Product Development, and Production teams through 

development to ensure proper materials were used to meet design intent, fit, and cost.  

Maintained tracking charts and communicated updates with cross-functional team members. 

Managed scheduling of fit sessions to ensure deadlines were met.  

Measured garments against spec and advised on updates to spec.  

Prepared samples for fit to create an efficient fit session. Created and implemented process for 

gathering and recording sample information in a single page format.  

Communicated to factories regarding fit, specification, and construction.  

Creative Bra Design Intern, SPANX 
MAY 2016 - AUGUST 2016 

Created detailed garment sketches that met product briefs while being innovative to create bra 

solutions. 

Researched runway trends to created presentation boards that showcased major trends and how 

to design into those trends.  

Maintained BOM in PLM tech pack with color.  

Attended fabric vendor meeting to select fabrics and trims for future products.  

Designed and planned a campus ambassador program coordination with cross functional interns 

that was launched on four campuses in fall 2017. 

Live Sales Coordinator, University Tees 
January 2014 - December 2017 

Worked remotely coordinating and marketing custom screen printed sorority t-shirts on an 

e-commerce platform.  

Followed trends and created new graphic designs to sell over $90,000 of merchandise annually.  

Created detailed documentation of all sales that was used as a template for other employees.  

Informally trained and onboarded new employees.  

Established social media accounts and guidelines that were implemented for entire company. 

Served as admin on Facebook page with over 15,000 members.   

EDUCATION 

North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC — BS Fashion & Textile Design 
2013 - 2017 

Lorenzo de’ Medici, Florence, Italy — Study Abroad 
Summer 2015 

SKILLS 

Adobe Photoshop CC 

Adobe Illustrator CC 

Microsoft Office Word, 

Excel, and Outlook 

PLM - SPANX 

Superuser 

Lectra Kaledo Collection 

EAT Weave Design 

Gerber Accumark 

Pattern Design 

Tinkercad 3D Design 

Tool 

Cura 3D Print Slicer 

Flat Pattern 

Draping 

Skilled sample 

maker 

AWARDS 

National 

Semi-Finalist 

Gerber ideation 2016 

National 

Scholarship 

Recipient Order of 

Omega 2016 

Honorable Mention 

NC State Cotton, Inc. 

Competition 2015 

National Winner 

Stuck at Prom 2013  


